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Pasha of course still wished to defend his " deuxieme
Verdun" But as it was now clear that the deuxieme Verdun
was neither in itself defensible, being bare as a plate, nor
defended any other part of Ethiopia, since Harrar was
attainable through Babilli, the old man's advice did not
sway his colleagues.
Nor of course did his colleagues sway Nasibu. Throughout
March the preparation for the great stroke went forward :
for such nimble individuals Ethiopians take a long time
to concentrate, since they are not naturally amenable to
discipline or order. Makonnen and Abebe were still calling
in outlying groups at the beginning of April, by which time
the Italians were fully informed from Somali sources of the
move evidently prepared against them. On March 22,
23 and 24 they carried out the mass bombardments of
Jijiga : from the end of March onwards, until mid-April,
they steadily gassed Daggahbur, Bulale, Sasabaneh, Borkut
and Daggahmodo.
The latter action had grave moral, some material effect.
Jijiga on the other hand was taken completely by surprise
on the first day, since the south telephone reported Italian
planes approaching twenty minutes after twenty-seven of
them had already arrived over the town. The bazaar was
crowded, the destruction of life severe, and Jijiga never
really recovered from the shock. During the three days
that the Italians hovered over this defenceless market town,
centre of the Ogaden transport system, they dropped
between eighteen hundred and two thousand bombs, three
hundred and fifty of which were heavy. They did not injure
a single lorry, but they broke the morale of the workshops
and garage, which removed hurriedly to the Karramarra
pass and hardly operated afterwards. Food was in future
carried only half by lorry, half by camel, and the troops
who were to attack Danan were the first to run short.
Abebe high-handedly commandeered five hundred animals
which were part of the system and had been sent down to
him : so the Somalis who hired the beasts out refused to
supply more and took to the bush.
The Italian reinforcements at Belet Uen were moved
"nearer the front: the defences of Danan were strengthened.
On April 10 Makonnen and Abebe were ready with seven
thousand men for the attack. Of the rest of their fifteen

